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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the relationship between regime politics, the political orientation of textbook authors and editors, and the national narratives of Chilean school history textbooks from the 1960's, 1970's and 1980's. It explains how history textbooks were used to cement a Conservative nationalist vision of Chile’s past, and argues that the nationalist rhetoric of history textbooks was used as a political tool both in support of the Pinochet regime and against Chilean Marxists. Whereas these efforts were undertaken in the name of “national reconciliation,” I argue that the aggressive re-construction of Chilean national imagining by supporters of the Pinochet regime only served to polarize Chilean national imagining between the political left and right. I conclude that the writing of less divisive or more inclusive national narratives will not fully address this legacy of the dictatorship. Instead, Chilean students should be encouraged to criticize the political abuses of shared nationalist discourses that took place in the 1970’s and 1980’s in order to come to terms with recent Chilean history.
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The findings of the Rettig Truth and Reconciliation Commission\(^1\) coupled with the arrest and detention of Augusto Pinochet in London\(^2\) destabilized narratives of Chilean national imagining. The uncovering of the state’s role in human rights abuses has prompted Cristián Gazmuri, the Director of the Historical Institute at la Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, and one of the country’s leading Historians, to call “sacred, official history”\(^3\) into question. In his view, eighteen years of dictatorship has produced a dominant historical narrative that is uncritical of the abuses of the Pinochet regime. He believes that this single national story has subsumed all others in the school history textbooks of the past two decades. As an answer to this problem, Gazmuri proposes that Chile now needs a new vision of its past, one that problematizes narratives that portray the military as the saviors of Chile, credit it with averting civil war in 1973, with restoring the national soul (“alma nacional”), and with bringing about Chile’s “miraculous” economic recovery. He ventures that 21\(^{st}\) Century Chilean history textbook writers and editors must break with this official monopoly on the past and write new textbooks that will produce a lasting “reconciliation” in national memory.

I wish to trace the growth of a Conservative hegemony in Chilean national imagining through changes in school history textbooks of the 1970s and 1980s. In exploring the development of Chilean history textbook narratives through the 1960’s, 1970’s and 1980’s, I posit a relationship between political orientation and national imagining that explains how history textbooks were used to cement a Conservative nationalist vision of Chile’s past that was different from other political and nationalist ideologies. A better understanding of the ways in which the dictatorship and its supporters used national narratives as political tools should inform the writing of history textbooks in the 21\(^{st}\) Century.

The national programs of Eduardo Frei’s “Revolution in Liberty” (1964-70), Salvador Allende’s “Road to Socialism” (1970-73), and Augusto Pinochet’s “National Spiritual Integration” (1973-1988)\(^4\) were based on contrasting political visions and divergent ways of
imagining Chile. Chilean historical textbooks published from the 1960's to the early 1970's reflect these conflicting accounts of the nation. The link between regime politics and textbook narratives is indirect, mediated by the biases and underlying assumptions of textbook authors and editors. In theorizing the contested meanings of Chilean history textbooks there are two levels of relationship to consider: those between regimes and the voices of textbook authors on the one hand, and those between the political views of these authors, and their assumptions concerning the nature of *Chilenidad* (Chilean nationality) on the other.

Linkages between regime politics, the political views of textbook authors, and history textbook writing can be addressed by conceptualizing texts as sites of hegemonic struggle. The issue of the "ownership" of a given textual representation is particularly relevant to Chilean textbooks of the 1970's, where newer editions of older texts were sometimes altered after the death of the author. The demands of a changing political climate informed the production of Chilean school textbooks in the sense that anonymous editors, not the original authors, were sometimes responsible for revisions in school textbooks. In this sense, textbooks are forms of "cultural politics" that reflect the issue of "whose knowledge is legitimized."

Neither the plethora of influences behind textbook representations, nor the effects of these textbooks on students national imagining can be fully addressed. The relationship between regime ideologies and the political orientation and nationalist sentiment of particular textbooks, while apparent, is contested. Michael Apple problematizes links between 'the state' and textbooks, pointing out that "dominant classes in the economic apparatus need not be the same as those dominant in some of the cultural apparatuses of society." Michel-Rolph Trouillot further undermines facile connections between dominant ideologies and the production of history by rejecting the idea that Historians merely express their party line, or that historical narratives can clearly expose ideological positions anchored in the present. Even within authoritarian political environments, such as Chile in the 1970's and 1980's, there is no direct
unmediated relationship between regime politics and history textbook narratives. History textbooks in recent Chilean history have continued to reflect dominant middle class discourses of nationalism, progress, and solidarity. One needs to qualify any claims regarding the relationship between regimes, the politics of textbook writers and editors, and textbook narratives, as well as be aware of cultural, personal, inter-textual and professional influences on textbook representations of the Chilean past.

Moreover, the national and political vision of these textbooks cannot be generalised to describe the beliefs of Chilean students. Curriculum theorists often distinguish between the “prescribed, delivered and received” curriculum as three different sources of historical understanding. Given that this study has not taken counter-hegemonic narratives into account, I cannot argue that a fusion of political vision and national imagining effectively intervened in the popular memory of Chilean high school students. Without comparing textbook narratives against student voices, personal memoirs, interviews, or performances on national university entrance exams, the “hidden script” of “popular memory from below” cannot be adequately addressed. Furthermore, even if it could be found that Chilean students demonstrated “mastery” of history textbook material, this wouldn’t prove that they had internalised it. Consequently, this study can only trace the fingerprints of Conservative hegemony within textbook representations, and cannot explore its effects on students.

Yet such limitations do not undercut the benefits of exploring the relationship between the Pinochet regime and the production of textbook narratives. The links between Chilean memory politics of the 1970’s and 1980’s and history textbooks were unusually pronounced. Chilean school history textbooks of the 1970’s and 1980’s idealised the nation in a manner consistent with, or at least not in conflict with, Conservative national narratives. This had not always been the case. Previously, history textbook writing had been informed by three major historical interpretations: Christian Democratic, Marxist, and Conservative. Each of these had
expressed different political orientations as well as related yet distinct national narratives. Appendix 1, *Table of Textbooks and Authors* (see page 42) sets out the names of Chilean textbook writers, their respective political commitments, and the years of publication.

The majority of Chilean textbooks published in the mid to late 20th Century belonged to the Christian-Democratic historiography of the political centre and centre-left. Among these texts, the most commonly used were Luis Galdames’ *Historia de Chile* and Francisco Frias’ *Manual de Historia de Chile*. Christian Democratic authors were often connected with different political regimes. Luis Galdames, one of the earliest and most influential of these textbook writers, was director of primary education under Pedro Aguirre Cerda (1938-1941), and had also been the architect of educational decrees under earlier governments. His book was foundational for other Christian Democratic texts and went through numerous publications after his death. In the 1950’s and 1960’s, his textbook faced competition from Frias’ *Manual de Historia de Chile*. These books were in use from mid-century to the 1970’s. In the 1970s, these two textbooks underwent moderate yet significant changes in accordance with the demands of a volatile political climate. Although it might be suggested that neither of these authors had much to do with Chilean politics of the 1970’s, important alterations made between editions of these textbooks suggest that they remained sites of political struggle long after they were originally written. In 1976, Sergio Villalobos produced another four-volume History of Chile, thereby extended the life of Christian Democratic textbook history into the late 20th Century. Although his text did not follow Conservative explanations as outlined below, it was used in conjunction with Conservative histories of Chile during the 1980’s in preparation for national university entrance exams. In spite of the fact that Galdames, Frias and Villalobos expressed many ideas associated with Chilean liberal democracy, their textbooks were used extensively in Chilean classrooms under the right wing Pinochet dictatorship.
Marxist histories appeared in Chile during the early to mid 20th Century, but were consistently marginalized by the Conservative and Christian-Democratic schools. These histories only flourished for a short time in the 1950's and 1960's, and were cut short by the coup of 1973. Indeed, Luis Vitale's *Interpretación Marxista de la Historia de Chile*, the official history high school text endorsed by the Ministry of Education under Allende, never made it to the classroom. Vitale's Marxist history can be conceptualized as part of a larger initiative to change Chilean society from a capitalist to a socialist system. Like much of the other literature supporting Allende's Unidad Popular regime, *Interpretación Marxista* was conceived by its author as part of a larger effort to "democratize" the Chilean educational system and to raise class-consciousness. In the prologue to Vitale's textbooks, Marxist historian Julio César Jobet clearly reiterates Vitale's political intention in writing that "[Vitale's] indispensable work is invested in the hope of the victory of the socialist revolution in Chile and America." Jobet writes that *Interpretación Marxista* is "an account that uses the method of historical materialism in order to bring about the correct understanding of the national story," and to "unmask deceptive Christian Democracy." *Interpretación Marxista* reflects the politics of the Allende regime, in setting itself against Christian Democratic history, and against the liberal democratic tradition it represented.

Although Christian Democratic textbooks were the most widely used during the 1960s and 1970s, the 1980's saw the advent of a Conservative hegemonic vision in Chilean historiography. In the early 1980's, Gonzalo Vial, as the Minister of Education under Pinochet, revived the tradition of Conservative history textbook writing when he produced his exhaustive four-volume study of the Parliamentary Republic (1891-1925) and early 20th Century Chile for use in high schools and universities. This revisionist work, although building on earlier works of Conservative-nationalist educators such as Francisco Encina and Jaime Eyzaguirre, marked a significant change in the direction of late 20th Century Chilean historical textbook
writing. Vial's textbook set out to explode materialist-scientific interpretations of Marxist and Christian Democratic Chilean history, and to reveal the "one truth...[that] of the historic facts." His was a Conservative-nationalist interpretation of the Chilean past, in line with the belief structure of the Pinochet regime. The success of Vial's textbook was facilitated by the Conservative political climate of the 1970's and 1980's.

Divergent textbook accounts of Parliamentarian Chile and the years that followed suggest different political visions are tied to conflicting national discourses and assumptions regarding the state, the definition of the national subject, and the trajectory of national development. In the 1970's and 1980's, the Pinochet regime sought to exclude or co-opt these different political visions by strictly re-defining the nation under a single Conservative rubric of "national reconciliation." To this end, differences among Conservative and Christian Democratic history textbooks were overshadowed by increased mimicry of Conservative-nationalist rhetoric. Overlap in the political messages and nationalist language of history textbooks, intensified by the explicit re-framing of textbook narratives, facilitated this process.

The Pinochet dictatorship provides a unique space within which official interpretations of the national past found expression in the nationalist rhetoric of school textbooks. Renato Cristi and Carlos Ruiz, in their article Pensamiento Conservador en Chile (1903-1974), argue that the political programs of the military junta were clearly expressed through Conservative-nationalist thought. The Junta's vision of "national reconciliation" required a "waking up" of national consciousness, and encouraged the transformation of national imagining along the lines of the military junta's political and nationalist ideology. The politics of the Pinochet regime informed the expression of a particular kind of Chilean nationalism, based on such common themes as historical continuity, tradition, authority, and order. As such themes also characterize non-Conservative expressions of Chilean nationalism, Conservative nationalist rhetoric of the 1970's and 1980's must also be understood in light of its political use against Communism. The
national imagining of the junta, under the rubric of Conservative, Corporatist\textsuperscript{43} and Neo-liberal\textsuperscript{44} thought, was marked by its moralizing and religious rhetoric, its celebration of order, and its hostility towards Marxism.

Although Christian Democratic and Conservative history textbooks were united in support of Pinochet's Conservative vision of \textit{Chilenidad}, they nevertheless expressed significant differences in their assumptions concerning the nation. The national narratives of Christian Democratic and Conservative texts present competing trajectories of 20\textsuperscript{th} Century progress and decline. These divergent meta-narratives caused textbook writers to frame specific historical events differently. These two kinds of history textbooks do not necessarily agree on which historical actors were the most important. Likewise, authors and editors adopted different discourses in describing their national stories, drawing on moralistic, religious, or scientific-technical rhetoric in different places. At the same time, the differences between these school history texts were not so great as to interfere with the advancement of a single Conservative vision of the Chilean past.

Textbook literature dealing with the Parliamentary Republic (1891-1925) is a space wherein the contours of competing national stories are particularly pronounced. History textbooks from the 1960's to the 1980's trace the origins of 20\textsuperscript{th} Century Chilean political, economic and social struggles back to the Parliamentary period. The first leaders of this era were the victors of the bloody Chilean Civil War (1891), fought between supporters of president Balmaceda and supporters of Congress over a number of issues surrounding the rights and limitations of executive power. These liberal parliamentarians thoroughly "democratised" the Chilean political system through the writing of a new constitution, which was intended to forestall any further abuses of executive authority. These political changes were accompanied by the arrival of new technological innovations that facilitated greater exploitation of Chile's
mineral resources. Economic and political progress encouraged the enthusiastic Chilean liberal elite to be optimistic about the future of the nation.

This new era in Chilean public life also brought with it a series of crises that increasingly began to overshadow any of the advances being made. Widespread political corruption, inflation and economic decline, increasing poverty, a widening gap between rich and poor, and an intensified conflict between labour and capital all served as points of contention among Conservatives, Liberals, Radicals, and (later) Marxists. In the minds of many early 20th Century social critics, Chile was in a period of moral, as well as material, decline. These economic, political, social, and ‘moral’ issues remained unresolved for decades, and continued to be sources of intense debate well into the late 20th Century.

Political Orientation and Narrative Framing

Chilean history textbooks of the late 20th Century reflect these divisions over the causes of 20th Century national decline. Different interpretations of the ‘origins’ of national crisis were tied to conflicting political and nationalist visions. Christian Democratic analyses from the 1960’s and 1970’s tended to stress technical-scientific concerns, such as inefficiencies in the government regime, the devaluation of the peso, and Chile’s dependency on exports. In contrast, Conservative explanations typically underlined “moral” issues, such as secularization, political corruption, and national unity. These interpretations shaped “national trajectories” (grand national narratives) as well as narratives of key historical events and actors.

Christian Democratic national histories, published before 1973, mirror liberal democratic optimism concerning the future of the Chilean nation. Thus, Luis Galdames admits that “the morality and health of the great masses of the people do not correspond to the prosperous state of other phases of national life,” but maintains that this is not indicative of decline. Instead, he reassures his readers that progress may only “suffer critical moments from exhaustion or from
debauchery," but is ultimately assured. Christian Democratic meta-narratives located Parliamentary Chile (1891-1925) between two events: the ʻconsolidation of the Oligarchyʼ and the ʻrise of middle class reformers and social welfare.ʼ Fríasʼ coverage of Parliamentarian Chile, for example, begins with the congressional anarchy of the post-civil war years and ends by alluding to the promise of the emerging bourgeois democratic state. He writes that, ʻ[f]rom the moment the Oligarchy gained power... the social forces of the... rising middle class and proletarian worker began to take effect.ʼ Similarly, Sergio Villalobos claims that the end of the Parliamentary period marked ʻthe victory without war, of the central bureaucratic state, based on principles of democratic-liberalism.ʼ Due to this particular framing of 20th Century Chilean history, reformers, Christian Democrats, teachers and bureaucrats are cast as leading actors. For Christian Democratic textbook writers, these middle class heroes embodied the hopes and potential of the nation. Frías implies that these new power groups were at the centre of a wider process of ʻprofound economic and social transformations.ʼ 

The politics of Fríasʼ position is clear: like many other Christian Democratic textbook writers, he based his legitimacy as a Christian Democratic reformer upon this narrative framework. The political relevance of these Christian Democratic Historian-educators rested upon the continued celebration of this transition from the 19th Century liberal Oligarchy to the leadership of 20th Century populist reformers. Textbook authors had a personal stake in making the achievements of 20th Century reformers central to their narratives. The Christian Democratic framing of early 20th Century Chile defines the ʻsocial questionʼ and labour radicalism in line with a centre-left politics of reform. In Christian Democratic narratives, the progress of the middle class and working class is contingent upon their advancement together. Christian Democratic writers linked the maturation of working class political consciousness to the expansion of public education in Chile. While the successes of the liberal democratic experiment were attributed to the rise of middle class leadership, working class actors were
assigned a passive, secondary role. Only in histories of the 1930's, when reformers (such as textbook writer Luis Galdames) began to address these issues, does the working class play a larger part in these textbook narratives. Labour plays no significant role in Christian Democratic accounts of the Parliamentary Republic. If these textbooks do mention labour unrest during this period, it is often emploted as a tragedy, mainly because no middle class reformer was able to mediate between warring classes. As the "battle of the classes" drama unfolds before the critical eye of the reader, the condition of working class agitators, and the incompetence of the Chilean liberal oligarchy of the period, is put on display. Galdames subverts working class voices by characterizing "the labour question" as non-revolutionary. He asserts that,

"[The labour question] has not been anything more than the confused, almost unconscious aspiration, natural to all men, to better their material and moral condition by increasing their incomes, gaining instruction, and procuring comfort and well being."

Galdames goes on to argue that education will de-radicalise Chilean labour, and that reason will prevail. In this manner, the reader is interpolated into a middle-class-reformist position, and is encouraged to join the Christian Democrats in their attack on both labour radicalism and oligarchic indifference.

Conservative Framing and Rhetoric

If the politics of Christian Democratic textbook narratives is revealed in the special role they assign to middle class populist reformers as facilitators of class harmony, Gonzalo Vial's Conservative vision of the 1980's depends on the trope of "moral crisis" to explain his national trajectory. The idea of "moral crisis" has always been a defining trope amongst Chilean nationalists of all persuasions. However, in the 1970's and 1980's, moral-nationalist rhetoric took on a Conservative flavour. The radical social critic Enrique Maclver first used it in Parliamentarian political debates, but Conservative Historians such as Francisco Encina and
Jaime Eyzaguirre also made use of it in later years. The authoritarian President Ibáñez del Campo adopted it during his dictatorship in the 1920’s, and again in the 1950’s. A similar moral rhetoric of nationhood was expressed through Chilean National Socialism in the 1930’s, and most recently by the Pinochet dictatorship. A preoccupation with moral crisis was often accompanied by a call for a strengthened executive, and for a revival of a Conservative model of state rule based on the “Portalian” Constitution of 1833. Conservative nationalist rhetoric has consistently been mobilised against political corruption and institutional paralysis. Although Vial shared an interest with Christian Democratic textbook writers in the ‘material’ (economic, political, or class-related) causes of national crisis, his conception of the moral decline of the nation is at the centre of his historical explanations, superseding poverty, economic crisis, and labour agitation.

The idea of moral crisis is central to Gonzalo Vial’s Conservative framing of the Chilean past. Vial writes that “between the two presidential suicides” of Balmaceda and Allende (1891 and 1973 respectively), the democratic experiment progressed, but was programmed to self-destruct. His history of Chile is the tragic tale of a struggling democracy, which, through the folly of secularism, was led into a “spiritual vacuum” (“el vacío del alma”), “social depression” and national disintegration. His text is premised upon the assumption that the gains made during the Conservative Republic (1830-1891) were lost in the “moral crisis” and “anarchy” of the Parliamentary Period (1891-1925). Vial holds that the roots of Chile’s national degeneration lay in the secularisation of its institutions, society, and leadership. He admits that inflation was a factor in causing civil unrest, but argues that “moral decline” and the rupture of national unity were the primary causes of violence and social disharmony. Vial’s history of turn-of-the-century and early 20th Century Chile pays particular attention to sexual immorality, to rampant prostitution, and to the dissolution of the family as specific symptoms of national decline. According to Vial, this decline had entered the patria (country)
through the demoralization of its leadership, but the moral repercussions were experienced by the *campesinos* and working poor as well. Agrarian labourers had lost their identity through urbanisation and the shattering of their links with the landlords and the church.

In Chilean political life, Vial claims that moral corruption caused factional divisions to subsume “national interests.” While Christian Democratic textbooks portray the political and social changes of the Parliamentary Republic as part of an imperfect but progressive step towards democracy, Vial sees it, in part, as a step backwards. Unlike the Christian Democratic textbook authors, he does not believe that the national crisis of Parliamentary Chile was corrected by the rise of middle-class reformism and the bureaucratic state. Unlike Frias, for whom the secular/religious debates of the Parliamentary Republic were insignificant events, the secular turn is for Vial a pivotal point in the history of 20th Century Chile. National decline is, for him, an indication of the economic and moral ruin of the “human masses”, against which secular political programs were ineffective as a response. Vial’s textbook portrays most of the 20th Century, from the Parliamentary Republic to the coup of 1973, as an extended experience of national and moral crisis. In doing so, he condemns not only the Marxists, but the Christian Democrats as well, as participants in failed, secular projects. Vial’s narrative of 20th Century decline is set directly against the Christian-Democratic story of progress.

Prior to the arrival of the Pinochet regime, the historical narratives of Christian Democratic textbook narratives were distinct from Conservative histories. While Gonzalo Vial emphasises the moral crisis brought on by ‘foreign’ secularism, late 20th Century Christian Democratic textbooks also cast 20th Century national crises as the fruit of scientific errors, where the legal and social structures of the Chilean state awaited ‘rationalisation’. Likewise, their accounts differ radically concerning the ‘successes’ of the mid-20th Century bureaucratic state as a secular-scientific response to 20th Century problems. Whereas Vial’s position predisposes him to read “decline” into 20th Century Chilean history, Francisco Silva, co-author of *Historia de*
Chile (volume 4) with Sergio Villalobos, maintains an optimistic and “evolutionary” perspective. Silva writes the tragedy of 1973 into a survival narrative; his claims are worth quoting at length,

“...The passing of the ['statute of guarantees'] pressured for the modification of positivist constitutional law in order to serve the goal of Marxism, but this wasn’t able to take place...thanks to the...application of the respected principles of democratic liberalism.”

Instead of dwelling on the virtue of Chile’s armed forces, Silva credits the strength of Chile’s democratic institutions with the demise of Allende’s attempted “revolution in liberty.” He represents the senate’s opposition to Allende’s efforts as a triumph for Democracy. He does not mention the military coup that followed shortly afterwards, possibly because a coup is hardly evidence of the success of the Chilean democratic system. Unlike Vial, Silva does not preoccupy the reader only with ‘moral’ causes of national crisis and disintegration, but instead, relies more often on material-scientific explanation in ascribing cause, effect and agency to Chilean history. He argues that economic realities had an enormous effect on Chilean life by placing limits on social reform and “[changing] dramatically the life of the workers.” At the same time, although Villalobos is critical of the anti-modern sentiment behind “moral crisis” rhetoric, his textbook still makes use of this trope. He argues that Chile’s economic health was directly related to the “vices,” “sicknesses,” “alcoholism,” “pessimism,” and “moral degradation” of the poor. Thus, although different political orientations helped produce distinct national narratives in Christian Democratic and Conservative textbooks, the greatest distinction between the use of nationalist rhetoric by Christian Democrats and Conservative history textbook writers is of degree rather than of kind. Gonzalo Vial’s textbook emphasises moral explanation and moral rhetoric to a greater extent than the textbooks of his contemporaries.
Although Christian Democratic textbooks writers commonly used the trope of “moral crisis” in the early 20th Century, this moral rhetoric became overshadowed by the ‘scientific’ discourse of Christian Democratic textbooks in the 1950’s and 1960’s. Thus, later editions of Galdames’ history refer less often to morality than does his 1941 text. However, this latent discourse was revived following the coup of 1973. In the 1974 and 1976 versions of Galdames and Frias’ textbooks, references to “moral crisis” become more frequent and optimistic assumptions about national progress become less apparent. This shift in Christian Democratic textbooks to stress moral crisis was facilitated, in part, by the fact that Conservative and Christian Democratic nationalist visions had much in common. This is because their historical narratives were premised on “previous understandings” concerning the nation. Conservative and Christian Democratic textbook writers shared assumptions regarding the construction of Chilean national identity that informed the similarities between their histories.

Nationalist mythologies were common to all historical polemics, including those expressed by Marxists. In a speech before congress, Allende claimed that his government sought the national “path” based on “nature, tradition and history,” and was “guided by a deep patriotic sense, which hirelings have attempted to deny.” In spite of his commitments to revolutionary change in Chile, Allende was extremely careful to place himself and his government within the nation:

“It is not easy to change the way of life of a people. And in saying this I do not forsake Chile’s past. I am well aware that at each age and in each piece of our history there were men who even though they did not have our ideas, did much in order to strengthen the bonds which gave form and continuity to our nation [italics mine].”

Furthermore, Allendes Unidad Popular party declared that “[we are] standing with Lautaro and Caupalicán, distant brothers [indigenous historical figures from the 16th Century]...[and with] Bernardo O’Higgens [the first president of Chile] in moving towards economic independence.”
In a nationalist language similar to their Conservative or Christian Democratic political opponents, the Allende government goes on to express its solidarity with other 19\textsuperscript{th} Century national heroes, stopping only at the 20\textsuperscript{th} Century, where Marxists and non-Marxist Chileans held to a different lineage of national heroes. Indeed, Julio César Jobet, Chile's most influential Marxist Historian of the mid- 20\textsuperscript{th} Century, was concerned with the same issues as his Conservative and Christian Democratic opponents, namely “national” or “moral decline” and “backwardness.”\textsuperscript{76} Thus, Chilean socialists and Marxists shared certain assumptions about the nation with their Christian Democratic and right wing contemporaries, and used similar nationalist discourses in support of their own political positions.

Although Conservative, Christian Democratic and Marxists used much of the same nationalist terminology, they often applied this rhetoric to different political ends. Consequently, one shouldn’t overemphasize the significance of political-party platforms,\textsuperscript{77} nor confuse rhetoric with meaning. Political and nationalist discourses are contested spaces, and similarities between regime discourses are often superficial.\textsuperscript{78} Thus, “democratization” meant the expansion of the state to Christian Democrats like Eduardo Frei, popular decision-making to Marxists such as Salvador Allende, and the de-politicization of society to supporters of Pinochet's regime. Similarly, “moral crisis” and “national decline”, although central tropes in all 20\textsuperscript{th} Century Chilean national narratives, held different meanings for Conservatives, Christian Democrats, and Marxists. Those distinct meanings were expressed through political orientation.

However, a common nationalist rhetoric between Conservative and Christian Democratic textbooks, along with significant revisions made between the 1969 and 1974 versions of Frias' textbook, and the 1969 and 1976 versions of Galdames’ textbooks, explain why Christian Democratic history texts of the 1970’s moved towards a more Conservative vision of the nation. Although they were distinct, I posit that an increased use of moral rhetoric among certain textbook histories published after 1973 marks an increased proximity among Christian
Democratic texts to a Conservative political vision of the nation. This interpretation is supported not only by the fact that Christian Democratic and Conservative textbook authors and editors increasingly expressed the same rhetoric, but also by the ways in which they used nationalist discourses. After 1973, both the right and the political centre mobilized nationalist rhetoric in a common polemic with a specific political goal: the solidification of support for the military junta and the mobilization of opinion against their real or imagined Marxist opponents.

Enemies of the Patria

Among Conservative and Christian Democratic texts, the 19th Century oligarchy and the extreme left are commonly constructed as enemies of the nation. Galdames blames the political corruptive influence of oligarchic and absentee landowners for the vices of the "common Chilean." He writes that the "deplorable situation" brought on by political corruption "reacted harshly on civic spirit," as if "the people" passively reflect the actions and decisions of its leaders. Similarly, according to Silva, neither public authorities nor employers took care of growing social problems through teaching, religion, or hospitals. Clearly, the 19th Century oligarchy was ill positioned to bring the proletariat within the national fold, and thus, inevitably, "the agitation of the masses continued." Frias is also highly critical of the failures of the irresponsible liberal oligarchy. He blames rising class conflict on the failure of the state to intervene and effectively improve the lives of the working poor or to mediate between the interests of labour and capital. Thus, Christian-Democratic narratives of the events of Parliamentarian Chile hinge on the failures of the Chilean oligarchy; Christian Democratic texts highlight the achievements of the heroes of 20th Century Chile, middle-class reformers and the (non-revolutionary) working classes against oligarchic opponents of the national good. But, in 1976, the focus of these Christian Democratic textbooks is less on the failures of the oligarchy as it is on the threat of revolutionary Marxism.
For earlier Christian Democratic textbook authors, the nation had included Chilean socialists and Marxists. After 1973, this Christian Democratic idea of the nation was re-framed, with Marxists and Marxism increasingly excised from its confines, and the moral nature of political, social and economic conflict emphasized. This marriage of Conservative nationalism and history textbook writing was part of a larger hegemonic process that became increasingly pronounced through the late 1970's and 1980's. The ‘outlawing’ of Marxist historical actors and voices reflects a polarization between narrowly defined forms of acceptable or unacceptable historical and nationalist thought. The dominant expression of national imagining and political orientation during the 1970's and 1980's was defined in opposition to Marxist assumptions about the nation and political vision of the future. Marxist forms of national imagining were in conflict with both Christian Democratic and Conservative historical meta-narratives.

Luis Vitale, author of *Interpretación Marxista de la Historia de Chile*, situates the parliamentary period between the collapse of the old bourgeoisie and the rise of the new elite in the guise of ‘popular’ leaders. *Interpretación Marxista* gives different titles to parliamentary reformers and critics. Instead of describing them as “progressives” or “democrats”, Vitale portrays this middle class group as representatives of the “new industrial Bourgeoisie,” intent on manipulating the growing electorate to their own ends. This shift in terminology de-legitimizes the very political project on which the Christian-Democratic Historians based their patria. Due to this difference in framing, the political crises of this period are cast in a completely different light. The struggles among the political elite, covered extensively by the Christian-Democrats, receive little attention in Vitale’s narrative. His history focuses instead on the increasing mobilization of the working class and labour unrest as pre-cursors to the ‘real’ story of 20th Century Chilean history: the rise of the Chilean Communist Party and the working class as representatives of the nation.
According to Vitale, social inequality and class struggle caused national crisis. Class relations and the reproduction of capitalist social structures, not the frustrated efforts of Chilean politicians, provide a unified story across Chilean history. The framing of Marxist history contradicts both Conservative and Christian Democratic models, as the Marxist history of Latin America is "a history of a frustrated democratic-bourgeois revolution." Thus Vitale consciously sets himself against traditional Christian Democratic arguments for historical progress. Unlike the Christian-Democrats, Vitale is not telling the story of the 'struggles and successes' of 20th Century reformers. Individuals among the elite contribute little to a Marxist Chile, except as sources of reaction, or as examples of the failure of Bourgeoisie democracy. It is little wonder that Christian Democratic and Conservative textbook authors found common ground in their response to Marxism.

Conservative and Christian Democratic Responses to Marxism

Conservative theorists consistently blame Marxists and outside agitators (Lira and Menéndez refer to them as "Marxist criminals" and "witches of ignorance") for the breakdown of order and political agreement. A similar anti-Marxist rhetoric is embedded in Proclamation Number 5 of the Junta (September 11, 1973), as well as in its defense by the Chilean Minister of Foreign Affairs in front of the United Nations (October 9, 1973). Proclamation Number 5 claims that the Allende government "broke national unity" and "encouraged (artificially) a class war." Thus, it sets Marxists firmly outside the nation and defines class struggle as "different to our [Chilean] recognized ways of thinking and behaviour [italics mine]." In opposition to Marxism, the Junta acts by "the will of the great majority of the Nation... in the face of God and History..." in order to avoid "a dissolution of the very essence of the Nation." Likewise, the "foreigner/imperialist" trope is crucial to Conservative nationalist identity, where the "foreign yoke" stands in moral opposition to the virtue of national freedom.
The kind of nationalism expressed in Conservative and Christian Democratic textbooks both before and after 1973 is also characteristically anti-Marxist. Christian Democrats appear to have been just as opposed to Revolutionary Marxism as Conservatives. Eduardo Frei, archetypal Christian Democrat and president of the senate (in 1973), was a fierce opponent of Allende’s *Unidad Popular* government. He appealed to “the people” and “to history,” against Allende’s “people”, whom he claims were a minority. In a similar fashion, Christian Democratic textbooks become increasingly allied with the Military Junta and its opposition to Marxism. In the 1969 version of his textbook, Frias attempts to subvert Marxist discourse on the social question, not by avoiding phrases like “class struggle”, but by changing the significance of this terminology. Frias depicts early 20th Century strikes and labour unrest in a manner that opposes Marxist narratives of class conflict. He claims that the “working masses lacked political maturity” in the early 20th Century, reserving their place as political actors within and through the middle class democratic state, the only ‘legitimate’ expression of Chilean voices (from a Christian Democratic perspective). In his 1969 version, Marxist revolutionaries are silenced.

Whereas, in the 1969 version of his text, Frias blames the oligarchy for inciting the battle of the classes, Francisco Silva (1976) also blames increases in worker anarchism and syndicalism on Spanish immigrant workers. Silva’s history is grounded firmly within the Christian Democratic school of historical writing. Yet a fierce opposition to Marxist revolution and a support for order allies Silva and Villalobos with Vial’s nationalism. Frias’ and Galdames’ texts, though re-published (1974 and 1976 respectively) before Vial began to publish his *Historia de Chile* (1982), also share a similar hostility to Marxism.

Anti-Marxism was a key ingredient that allowed for the cohabitation of these two different historical interpretations. In contrast with Vitale’s accusation of class “genocide,” Vial downplays the severity of government repression of worker strikes, writing that “*The suffering* used violence against *society* and *society* responded with repression [italics mine].”
This one sentence reveals the characteristics of his conservative politics; he refers to the working poor as “the suffering” and places them outside of and in opposition to “society”. However, by rejecting the notion of class conflict, he avoids admitting to the existence of “natural” or “legitimate” reasons for national disunity, and either spreads the blame for violence and unrest equally among all Chileans or blames outsiders.

In opposition to the Marxists, Vial denies the very existence of class conflict in Chile, arguing that the national crises of the 20th Century have little to do with the social structure or economic relations of the country. In refusing to adopt the discourse of his Marxist opponents, Vial consciously blurs the distinctions between Chileans. Instead of dividing Chileans along class lines, Vial represents competing interest groups as part of the same national family. The metaphor of the family, held together by moral, rather than rational-legal ties, is central to Conservative national imagining. Menéndez reiterates this ideology, whereby Chile, incarnate in “blood and land,” is expressed through both the Araucanian Indian warrior and the Spanish Conquistador, turning warring enemies into national brothers. While Marxist writers tend to define the national subject in terms of class, for Osvaldo Lira, a Chilean philosopher and an architect of Conservative national imagining, the family constitutes the fundamental cell and social organism of the Chilean nation. This harmonization of conflicting interest groups within a larger national family unit recalls Benedict Anderson’s notion of the “reassurance of fratricide,” by which co-nationals imagine past conflicts within the boundaries of a family dispute. Revolutionary Marxism, as a “foreign” ideology, plays no role in Vial’s understanding of “Chilean” labour disputes. There are no true enemies within the Conservative national family; the enemies of the nation are secularism and Marxism, which divide the country.
Post 1973: Re-framing Anti-Marxism in Christian Democratic Textbooks

Much like Gonzalo Vial, Frias helps rewrite crises of the later 20th Century using tropes derived from narratives of the Parliamentary Republic. While in the 1969 version of his text, Frias admits that the poor leadership of the oligarchy aggravated the social question, and thus gave rise to the battle of the classes,107 the 1974 version blames outsiders for instigating this ‘unchilean’ conflict.108 Just as in earlier versions of his text, where Frias sought to solidify his own position as a reform-minded educator by placing the oligarchy outside the progress of Chilenidad, in 1974 his textbook treats Eduardo Frei’s left wing reformers and Allende’s Marxists in a similar fashion. Much like his depiction of the oligarchic leaders of Parliamentarian Chile, Frias writes that left-wing democrat Eduardo Frei and Marxist Salvador Allende were elected because of their personal prestige and not due to their political platforms.109 This argument places these leaders outside the Patria, with whom they had apparently ‘lost touch’. Frias claims that left wing programs lacked popular support draws his textbook closer to Vial’s position that Chilean political parties of the later 20th Century governments attempted to take Chile away from la via Chilena (the Chilean path). At the same time, it asserts that Chilean democracy declined due to the wiles of Marxist conspirators.110

Frias’ 1969 textbook blames a lack of consensus and moral authority for every national failing, and constructs the enemy on the margins of the imagined nation. Thus, in spite of evidence of material and social progress achieved by left wing governments in the mid- 20th Century,111 he concludes that these governments allowed Marxism to flourish, and ultimately undermined the national good. Frias’ textbook implies that Chileans became enemies through the infection of politicisation and through the intrusion of “foreign” ideologies. Although earlier Christian Democratic textbooks attempt to include Marxist voices in Chilean history, post 1973 versions of Frias’ and Galdames’ textbooks adopt a more hostile stance towards Marxism and a more positive attitude towards government-led political repression. The 1969 version of Frias’
text claims that democratic reformism declined due to a loss of popular support. In contrast, the 1974 version goes further, blaming Marxist conspirators for undermining Christian Democracy and for radicalising the political landscape.\textsuperscript{112} The 1974 version of Frías’ text asserts that the law of “facultades especiales”, which outlawed Marxist political organisation from 1948 to 1958, was necessary to ensure public order.\textsuperscript{113} In addition, unlike the 1969 version of his textbook, Frías’ 1974 textbook laments the repeal of this law (in 1958), and argues that this action was partly responsible for the collapse of the Chilean State in 1973.\textsuperscript{114} Likewise, it argues that the democratisation of Chilean society was, in part, complicit in aiding the advance of “infectious Marxism.”\textsuperscript{115}

Conservative and Christian Democratic textbooks from the 1970’s-1980’s suggest both an increasing homogenization of political vision and national imagining and a polarization of narratives of Chilean identity. Both textbook traditions construct oligarchs and Marxists as enemies of the patria. The repositioning of certain Christian Democratic textbooks after 1973 narrowed their ideological distance from Conservative national imagining. On top of their mutual opposition to Marxism, Christian Democratic and Conservative textbooks express similarities in their commitment to political order.

Commitment to Order

From a Conservative standpoint, it was the role of the state to “harmonize the hopes of each group in society with the national interest.”\textsuperscript{116} The nation was embodied in the armed forces, which are the purest physical representation of national spirit.\textsuperscript{117} Conservative Chilean nationalists also subscribed to an idea of order and political harmony that often appeared undemocratic to their opponents. Conservative Chileans usually interpreted incidents of political or ideological disagreement among Chileans as indicators of a ‘rise in anarchy’. Thus, those elements of Parliamentarian Chilean that were “democratic” for Luis Moulian\textsuperscript{118} were “anarchic”
for Vial. Christian Democratic and Conservative textbooks of the 1970's and 1980's both share this commitment to political order. Their opposition to political anarchy and revolution illustrates it. They both attack the parliamentary oligarchy because of the anarchy it brought to Chilean political life at the turn-of-the-century, as well as Marxist revolutionaries for their effect on Chilean politics in later years. In each of these textbooks, the answer to these destabilizing influences is trusted to nationalism, and its role in harmonizing the nation.

The omission or inclusion of content, and the 're-wording' of events between pre and post 1973 versions of Christian Democratic texts reveal a transition in the political orientation of the textbooks, although not of the authors. In spite of the fact that these versions display the names of the original authors, it is safe to say that changes made to these post-coup editions are the product of editors (whose names are not mentioned). Thus, authorship is shared between authors and editors. It is the Christian Democratic textbooks, not the authors themselves, which became more right wing. These textbooks mark significant changes in the political commitments of Christian Democratic histories, irrespective of the political orientation of the original authors.

Some of the most prominent alterations in content can be found between editions of Luis Galdames' Historia de Chile. In contrast with editions used in 1950's and 1960's (which display only minor changes), Galdames' 1974 (post coup) edition indicates significant additions and absences. The 1950 version reads, "Other police actions perpetrated by agents of the government against freedom of expression increased the unpopularity of the government [italics mine]." This is absent from the 1974 version. The 1950 version also includes a section on social justice, notes that radicals and communists continued to increase in number, and describes Chile as a land of non-violence and class harmony. Although the text surrounding each of these sections was unaltered, these parts were conspicuously absent from the 1974 edition. It is not difficult to see how they may otherwise have been used to compromise the Junta's position on the illegality of Communism, and on its commitment to political repression in
the name of national defense. In place of these absences, nine paragraphs were added to the 1974 version concerning the virtues of the Chilean military and police force. The lesson aim of these new sections on Chilean military virtue was also reflected in classroom practices of the 1970’s and 1980’s. Through a weekly homage to the flag and through a generally positive representation of the historical role of the Chilean Military in school curriculum, official Chilean nationalism of the 1970’s and 1980’s took on a distinctly Conservative flavour. The influence of changing regime politics was evident in both textbooks and the classroom.

Through revision, Galdames’ history textbook became increasingly complicit with the values of the Pinochet regime. In 1950 version of his text describes a confrontation between socialist students and the police in northern Chile in the 1940’s as a “massacre.” The 1974 version states that the students “lost their lives in front of the forces of order.” Likewise, the 1950 version of Galdames’ text reveals that leftists, until 1941, had been severely “controlled” by the “parties of the right.” Due (possibly) to the anxiety that such behaviour might be construed as excessive or undemocratic, editors of the 1974 version softened the previous sentence, and gave “the parties of the right” a more legitimate sounding title by claiming that leftists were “supervised” by the “traditional parties.” At the same time, it appears that the word “traditional” was removed in places from the 1974 edition. One reason for this could be that the editors did not wish to associate tradition, as exemplified by the Chilean military, with reactionary or less-progressive agents in Chilean history. In the 1950 version of Galdames’ text, for example, those whom he termed the “traditionalist coalition” were agitating against the efforts of Aguirre Cerda’s ‘progressive’ Popular Front. Understandably, then, editors of the 1974 version opted for calling their opponents the “coalición-oppositora” rather than the “traditional coalition.”

The transition of Christian Democratic textbooks towards a more Conservative national vision is also illustrated by changes made between editions of Frías’ Manual de Historia de
Chile. Frias, in the 1969 version of his textbook, reasons that a degree of government intervention in the national economy could have stemmed the detrimental effects of foreign exploitation of the Chilean economy. However, in line with the Neo-liberalism of post-1973 Chile, the 1974 version of this text remarks that government intervention in the Chilean economy was a mistake. Moreover, in the 1969 version of Frias' textbook, he argues that the Populist, Reformist, and Christian Democratic administrations of the Mid 20th Century had been unable to curb inflation, and that this was at the root of their demise and of the weakening of democracy in Chile as a whole. The 1974 version of the text goes further, however, arguing that this inability to control inflation stemmed not so much from economic difficulties, but from a lack of moral authority and national solidarity in leadership. Chilean governments were ineffective because they could not command enough moral authority. By inference, this role fell to the military junta, with its ‘apolitical’ nature and its ‘sincere love of the patria.’

In Chilean history textbooks, dominant narratives subverted less significant ones, and certain events were made to disappear, while others were brought forward. By placing the Parliamentary Republic within a 20th Century narrative that includes the crisis of 1973, new events are fit into pre-existing chronological frameworks. At the same time, earlier historical events (such as violent strikes or the emergence of Chilean Marxists) take on new significance. The 1976 version of Frias textbook reiterates the Junta’s position on the illegality of the Allende regime, and reinforces the claim that military intervention was both necessary and good, as it helped avert civil war. After 1973, Frías’ textbook also becomes more critical of Christian Democratic answers to national problems. Whereas the 1969 version of this text celebrates the rise of the bureaucratic state and the implementation of social legislation as key indicators of the progress of the nation, the 1974 version laments that these developments also created a new privileged minority (of bureaucratic officials) and opened up new areas of civil society to politicization. Similarly, while the 1969 version of Frías’ text focuses on the “facts”
of legal and administrative weakness in parliamentarian government, the 1974 version takes this analysis further, proposing that the failures of subsequent reformist governments were more than legal in nature, that they were also moral, and were related to the disintegration of the nation. This shifting portrayal of the weaknesses of Chilean democracy is complemented by a celebration of the "achievements" of the military regime, in its role as 'guardian of democracy.' Military intervention is portrayed, not simply as a reaction to Marxist revolution, but as return to the reformist path of earlier years, and as a progressive step towards true national progress. After the crisis of 1973, the military begins to move into the centre of Chilean historical narratives. The virtues of 'peace and order' over 'freedom of expression' become more evident. Past incidents of government repression are recast with greater sympathy towards authorities, and words like "traditional" take on new meanings. The connection between post 1973 ideological commitments and the revisions of Frias' and Galdames' textbooks is more than speculative: both of these rely heavily upon Pinochet's The White Book of the Change of Government in Chile and on his government's Declaration of Principles as key sources. The Junta's reappraisal of 20th Century Chilean history, through the mediation of textbook editors, influenced the narrative framework of Christian Democratic textbooks in the 1970's.

Conclusion: The Politics of National Imagining and Thinking Historically

From the 1960's to the 1980's, Chilean school history textbooks were sites of hegemonic struggle and cultural politics. In the 1960's, the competing political orientations of textbook authors interacted with common assumptions about the nation to produce distinct national histories. Marxist, Christian Democratic and Conservative textbook writers and editors drew on similar nationalist tropes, but infused them with different meanings and fit them into divergent "national trajectories" and political agendas. Under the Pinochet regime, a single, unified narrative of Chile's past came to predominate. By the early 1970's, Marxism was eliminated as
a viable form of national imagining, and, by the 1980's, the national narratives of Christian Democratic and Conservative textbooks had become fused into a single hegemonic project. In spite of the divergent national narratives of the pre-1973 period, enough continuity existed among certain textbooks to facilitate the dominance of a Conservative national vision.

Conservative and Christian Democratic textbooks were united through the political application of their nationalist rhetoric. After 1973, these textbooks were equally hostile to the 'enemies' of the patria, particularly as represented by revolutionary Marxism. In Christian Democratic textbooks, the insurgents and revolutionaries who had previously been written into the nation, although at its margins, were increasingly placed outside the patria and la via Chilena. At the same time, the "forces of order" were increasingly portrayed as key to the health of the nation. A shared rhetoric, together with significant changes to certain Christian Democratic textbooks, served as the basis for the rewriting of nationalist histories into a single Conservative national story.

Despite this consensus in textbook representations of national history in the 1970's and 1980's, Chileans today are deeply divided over their recent past. While many condemn the abuses that characterized the Pinochet regime, others continue to subscribe to a Conservative political ideology and national narrative. In an effort to reconcile these estranged communities of memory, Cristián Gazmuri proposes that Chilean school history textbooks be re-written. Gazmuri desires that these textbooks castigate the left of the 1960's and 1970's for irresponsibly destabilizing the nation, while criticizing the right for abusing its position as guardian of the nation. The overall goal of his political compromise is to create a national narrative that recognizes the existence of faults in all political camps. Although Gazmuri's suggestion might provide a way of moving forward for Chileans, I do not think that such changes go far enough. My reading of Chilean history textbooks from the 1960's-1980's suggests that it would be more
beneficial to teach Chilean school children how to adopt a more critical position towards the use of nationalist rhetoric, than to simply to internalize a new national narrative.

The invention of more inclusive national myths for students of Chilean history will not equip them with the tools necessary to come to grips with recent abuses of Chilean nationalism. Unlike critical historical thinking, civic myth making socializes students without enabling them to question conventional beliefs. The exclusive teleology of myth-history silences, neglects, and distorts competing narratives without facilitating any kind of lasting reconciliation between communities of memory in the present. At the same time, in countering a politics of memory, historian-educators should not feel the need to dismantle nationalist beliefs altogether. Indeed, this might prove an impossible or undesirable task. Instead, student awareness concerning the political use of nationalist beliefs is of more immediate concern than deconstructing nationalist history. Textbooks should cultivate an awareness of the susceptibility of such tropes as “moral crisis,” “foreigner-imperialist,” “national security,” “defense of democracy,” and “national family,” to the abuses of interested power groups, without necessarily requiring Chilean students to adopt a hostile or suspicious attitude toward their own national beliefs. This approach will help students realize how the use of shared nationalist discourses as political weapons has caused ideological polarization in Chilean society.

---

On April 25, 1990, the National Truth and Reconciliation Commission was formed in order to address what the Justice Ministry termed “the most serious human rights violations” committed by the state of Chile during military rule. This was directed by attorney Paul Rettig, towards verifying accusations against the Pinochet Government concerning executions, disappearances and death resulting from torture and political violence. The commission had no judicial power, and those responsible for human rights violations were protected by a 1978 Amnesty Law. However, it was successful in pressuring the military to reveal the location of a number of graves. Numerous public commemorations followed, involving a second burial and funeral for former president Salvador Allende on September 4th, 1990, and the erection of a memorial to the disappeared and executed at the Santiago General Cemetery on September 9th, 1990. “Santiago Times Archive for 1990,” Derechos Chile; ChipTravel Chile Information Project, © 2002 [website]; available from http://www.santiagotimes.cl/derechos/1990_eng.html; Internet; accessed 1 April, 2003.
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